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1

General introduction

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Plant viruses comprise adiverse group with abroad variation inparticle size
and morphology as well as in genomic structure and strategy to express their
genetic information. The vast majority of these viruses possess a singlestranded, plus-sense RNA as their genome.
Inthe last few years theknowledge on themolecular genetics and expression
mechanism of plant viral genomes has considerably been expanded by the elucidation of complete nucleotide sequences of theRNA genomes and by the development
of powerfull techniques to exploit full-length cDNA clones made against the RNA
genomes. However, the molecular mechanisms underlying the viral RNA replication
are still poorly understood.
For viral RNA replication the production of avirus-encoded replicase is
required which must recognize the 3' terminus of RNA templates. Therefore it is
plausible to assume that distinct groups of viruses with each a different
translation strategy and terminal structures at their genomes will also utilize
different mechanisms for viral RNA replication. This matter isdiscussed inmore
detail in chapter 2,which specifically reviews the RNA replication of cowpea
mosaic virus (CPMV), type member of the comoviruses.
The scope of the investigations described in this thesis, is to unravel the
molecular mechanism of CPMV RNA replication.
CPMV has abipartite genome consisting of two positive stranded RNA molecules
that have a small protein, VPg, covalently linked to the 5' end and a poly(A)tail at the 3' end. The genomic structure and expression strategy have been
thoroughly examined and hence this virus lends itself very well for studies on
the RNA replication.
Our first approach to analyse the function of viral proteins and the importance
of certain nucleotide sequences of the genomic RNAs in the replication was the
construction of an invitro replication system that accepted exogenously added
RNA templates. Since viral replicase activities isolated from Infected cowpea
tissue were low, incomplete and were overshadowed by ahost-encoded RNAdependent RNA-polymerase, these invitro RNA replication studies were also done
with crude membrane fractions, prepared from another systemic host of CPMV,
Chenopodium amaranticolor (Chapter3 ) .

10

Inaddition, as an alternative approach to identify viral genes and nucleotide
sequences involved inRNA replication, DNA copies of B- and M-RNA have been
exploited (Chapters 4, 5and 6 ) .Firstly, cDNA fragments were used to examine
enzymatic activities associated with polymerase proteins, produced inaprocaryotic expression system (Chapter 4 ) .Secondly, cDNA clones were used toproduce invitro infectious transcripts. By improvement of both the cowpea protoplast inoculation procedure and the specific infectivity of the ijjvitro
transcripts (Chapter 5), the systems were made suitable to enable the introduction of site specific mutations in the viral RNAs and the analysis of the
effects of such mutations on the RNA replication invivo (Chapter6 ) .
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RNAGenetics
I. INTRODUCTION

Among the various groups of plant RNA viruses with apositive strand RNA genome are
viruses with a mono-, a bi-, and a tripartite genome (see Table l). 1 Monopartite viruses,
like tobamoviruses (e.g., tobacco mosaic virus, TMV), tymoviruses (e.g., turnip yellow
mosaicvirus,TYMV),andpotyviruses(e.g.,potatovirusY,PVY),containthe information
for virus multiplication within a single RNA molecule, whereas in viruses with a bipartite
genome,likecomoviruses(e.g.,cowpeamosaicvirus,CPMV)andnepoviruses(e.g.,tomato
black ring virus, TBRV), this information is divided among two single-stranded RNA
molecules and in viruses with a tripartite genome, like bromoviruses (e.g., brome mosaic
virus, BMV) and alfalfa mosaic virus (AMV), among three RNA molecules. With bipartite
andtripartitegenomevirusesthedifferent segmentsofthegenomeareseparatelyencapsidated
sothatinfectiouspreparationsofsuchvirusesconsistofmixturesoftwoorthreenucleoprotein
particles.
Thedifferent plant RNA virus groups are further characterized by the structures found at
the 5' and 3' termini of their genomic RNAs. Thepredominant structures at the 5' ends are
a cap (=m7GpppG) similar to the structure found on eukaryotic messenger RNAs and a
protein, VPg (viral protein, genome linked), linked to the 5'-terminal phosphate. Twelve
different virusgroupsareknowntocarry acapatthe5' endsoftheirgenomicRNAs;among
which are the bromoviruses, the tobamoviruses, the tymoviruses, and alfalfa mosaic virus,
whereas for six groups it has been proven that their genomic RNAs are supplied with a
VPg. To the latter viruses belong, among others, the comoviruses, the potyviruses, and the
nepoviruses.
Withrespect tothe 3' terminusthreedifferent structuresarefound. Forsixgroups,among
which the tobamoviruses, tymoviruses, and bromoviruses, it has been described that they
have atRNA-like structure which can be aminoacylated in vitro, whereas in six other plant
virus groups, including the comoviruses, potyviruses, and nepoviruses, the genomic RNAs
terminate with a poly(A) tail, and six more groups, including alfalfa mosaic virus and
sobemoviruses (e.g., southern bean mosaic virus, SBMV)have neither a poly(A) tail nor a
tRNA-like structure. The various RNA segments of a given bi- or tripartite genome virus
always have the same structures at their respective 5' and 3' ends.
For the expression of their genetic information, three different main strategies are used
by various groups.
1.

2.

3.

With some groups of viruses the viral RNA is amonocistronic messenger resulting in
the synthesis of a polyprotein from which functional smaller proteins are generated
by proteolytic cleavages. This isfound, for example, incomoviruses and potyviruses.
Inothergroupsof virusestheexpression of genomicRNAislimitedtothe5' proximal
gene and the virus produces subgenomic mRNAs to express other viral genes. This
strategy isfound, among others, in tobamoviruses, bromoviruses, and alfalfa mosaic
virus.
Still other groups of plant viruses use a combination of the two previous strategies
and express the information in their genomic RNAs partly by polyprotein synthesis
and proteolytic processing and partly by synthesis of subgenomic mRNA for the
expressionofotherviralgenes.Tymoviruses andsobemoviruses areexamplesofplant
viruses which express their genetic information by this strategy.

There is no clear correlation between the genomic 5'- and 3'-terminal structures and the
mode of expression of the genomic RNAs with the exception of viruses which have a 5'
VPg and a 3' poly(A) tail. This combination has so far been found with the monopartite
potyviruses and the bipartite comoviruses and nepoviruses. All three groups happen to use
15
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Table 1
ORGANIZATION AND STRATEGY OF THE POSITIVE-STRAND PLANT RNA
VIRUSES
Terminal structures
of
genomic RNAs
Virus group

Type
member"

Molecular weight
genomic RNAs

5' end

Mode of
expression

3' end

Monopartite Genome Viruses
Tymoviruses

TYMV

2.0 x 10"

cap

tRNA-like

Tobamoviruses
Potexviruses
Sobemoviruses

TMV
PVX
SBMV

2.0 X 106
2.0—2.5 x 10"
1.4 x 106

cap
cap
VPg

tRNA-like
polyA

Luteoviruses

BYDV

2.0 x 106

VPg

XOH

Potyviruses

PVY

3.2 x 10"

VPg

polyA

Tobacco necrosis virus
Tombus viruses
Closteroviruses

TNV
TBSV
SBYV

1.4 x 10"
1.5 x 10"
2.2—6.5 x 10*

ppA
cap

XoH

?

7

XQH

XoH

Polyprotein processing subgenomic RNA
Subgenomic RNA
7
Polyprotein processing subgenomic RNA
Polyprotein processing subgenomic RNA
Polyprotein
processing
7
7
7

Bipartite Genome Viruses
Tobraviruses

TRV

2.4 x 106
0.6—1.4 x 106

cap

XoH

Furoviruses

BNYVV

2.3 x 106
1.6 x 10"

cap

polyA

Comoviruses

CPMV

VPg

polyA

Nepoviruses

TRSV

VPg

polyA

Pea enation mosaic virus

PEMV

VPg

?

Dianthoviruses

CRSV

2.02 x 106
1.22 x 106
2.8 x 106
6
1.3—2.4 x 10
1.8 x 10"
1.4 x 10"
1.5 x 10"
0.5 x 10"

Readthrough,
subgenomic
RNA
Readthrough,
subgenomic
RNA ?
Polyprotein
processing
Polyprotein
processing
7

7

7

7

Tripartite Genome Viruses
Bromoviruses

BMV

Cucumoviruses

CMV

Hordeiviruses

BSMV

Alfalfa mosaic virus

AMV

16

1.1 x 106
1.0 x 106
0.7 x 106
1.27 x 10«
1.13 x 10«
0.75 x 10"
1.5 x 10«
1.35 x 106
1.05—1.35 x 106
1.1 x 106
0.8 x 10«
0.7 x 106

cap

tRNA-like

Subgenomic RNA

cap

tRNA-like

Subgenomic RNA

cap

tRNA-like

Subgenomic RNA

cap

*OH

Subgenomic RNA
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Table 1 (continued)
ORGANIZATION AND STRATEGY OF THE POSITIVE-STRAND PLANT RNA
VIRUSES
Terminal structures
of

Virus group

Type
member"

Molecular weight
genomic RNAs

genomic RNAs
~""^^~~^^^~
5' end
3' end

Mode of
expression

Tripartite Genome Viruses
Ilarviruses

'

TSV

1.1 x 106
0.9 x 106
0.7 x 106

cap

XOH

SubgenomicRNA

AMV: alfalfa mosaic virus, BMV: brome mosaic virus, BNYVV: beet necrotic yellow vein virus, BSMV:
barley stripe mosaic virus, BYDV: barley yellow dwarf virus, CMV:cucumber mosaic virus, CPMV:cowpea
mosaic virus, CRSV: carnation ringspot virus, PEMV: pea enation mosaic virus, PVX: potato virus X, PVY:
potatovirus Y, SBYV: sugarbeet yellowsvirus,TBSV:tomatobushy stunt virus,TMV:tobaccomosaicvirus,
TNV: tobacco necrosis virus, TRSV: tobacco ringspot virus, TRV: tobacco rattle virus, TSV: tobacco streak
virus, TSWV: tomato spotted wilt virus, TYMV: turnip yellow mosaic virus.

translation into apolyprotein with subsequent processing of the polyprotein in smaller viral
proteins as expression strategy.
ExpressionoftheviralgenomeisrequiredforvirusRNAreplication,anditseemsplausible
thatthevariationintranslationstrategies,togetherwiththedifferent numberofviral functions
encoded by the genome of various groups of viruses, will alsoresult in several mechanisms
forviralRNAreplication. NaturallythereisacommonbasicpatternofviralRNAreplication
in theunderstanding that plant RNA viruses with apositive RNA genome replicate through
the formation of acomplementary negative strand that subsequently is used as template for
the synthesis of progeny viral RNAs. Such a replication mechanism demands an RNAdependent RNA polymerase (RNA replicase) for the transcription of both the positive and
the negative viral RNA strands. In recent years it has become clear that probably most—
if not all — plant RNA viruses encode their own specific RNA replicase just as RNA
bacteriophages and animal RNA viruses (seeChapter 1).Sincethetranscription starts atthe
3' end of the template molecule, the viral replicase must be able to specifically recognize
the3' terminiofbothpositiveandnegativeviralRNAstrands,whicharenotsimilar. Besides
the viral-encoded RNA polymerase, other virus-encoded and/or host cell proteins may be
requiredforthespecific selectionofviralRNAmoleculesintheinitiationofRNAreplication.
Havingexplained toacertainextentthediversityofplantRNAviruseswiththeirvariation
in genome structure, expression, and replication we shall exclusively engage further inthis
chapter with one virus group and discuss the present state of knowledge on the replication
of comoviruses.
II. COWPEA MOSAIC VIRUS IS TYPE MEMBER OF THE
COMOVIRUS GROUP
The comoviruses are a group of 14different plant viruses that have the same structural
organization ofgenomicRNAs andvirusparticles,andusethesamemechanism forexpression and replication of the viral RNAs (see Reference 2for review). Cowpea mosaic virus
(CPMV)istypememberofthecomovirusesandtheonlycomovirusthathasbeenthoroughly
examined with respect to genome structure, translation, and replication strategy.2,3 In the
following, we shall therefore mainly discuss the results obtained from studies on CPMV.
CPMV has acquired this exceptional position because in many respects it is an easy virus
17
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to work with. CPMV multiplies rapidly in its natural host Vignaunguiculata (L.) and asa
result, purified CPMV can be obtained in gram amounts.2-4 Therefore, the virus has lent
itself very well for studies onthemolecular propertiesof thevirusparticles and thegenomic
RNAs. Moreover, cowpea mesophyll protoplasts are in vitro efficiently and approximately
synchronously infected withCPMV andthishasgreatly contributed totheunderstanding of
the expression and replication mechanism of the virus.5
CPMV has abipartite genome consisting of twopositive strand RNA molecules thateach
are encapsidated in icosahedral particles with a diameter of 28 nm. The two nucleoprotein
particles aredenoted Band Mcomponents and have similar capsids composed of 60copies
of each of two different coat proteins, a large one with a molecular weight of 37kdaltons,
VP37, and a smaller one with a molecular weight of 23 kdaltons, VP23. 68 The B and M
components differ in nucleic acid content, Bcontaining a single RNA molecule (B-RNA)
withamolecularweightof 2.04 x 106,andM, aRNAmolecule(M-RNA)withamolecular
weightof 1.22 x 106.910 BothB-andM-RNA haveasmallprotein, VPg,covalently linked
to the 5' end and a poly(A) tail at the 3' end."' 5 The RNAs are translated in vitro and in
vivo into large polyproteins that are subsequently cleaved through a number of steps into
several functional proteins.2-3
Both Band Mcomponents, ortheirRNAs, arerequired for virus multiplication inplants,
but B-RNA is self supporting with respect to RNA replication in cowpea protoplasts.1619
B-RNA that is expressed and replicated incowpea protoplasts in the absence of M-RNA is
not assembled to virions.1819 Conversely, M-RNA is completely dependent on B-RNA
expression for its replication. These findings demonstrate that B-RNA encodes functions
required for replication whereas M-RNA carries information for the virus capsid proteins.
III. EXPRESSION OF COMOVIRUS RNAs
Sofar as different comoviruses have been examined, thegenomic RNAs of comoviruses
are in vitrotranslated as monocistronic messengers into largepolyproteins corresponding to
about 80% of their estimated coding capacity (see Reference 3 for review). The primary
translation products are then processed into smaller viral proteins by specific proteolytic
cleavages.2-3
Only for CPMV there is a rather complete picture of the expression mechanism of the
viral RNAs, substantiated by knowledge of the nucleotide sequence of M- and B-RNA, a
detailed analysis of the polyprotein processing and characterization of the viral proteins
produced.23-9-10For CPMV the viral protein synthesis has been studied both in vitro and in
vivo, resulting in the current model for the expression of the two CPMV RNAs as drawn
in Figure 1and briefly discussed in the following.
A. Expression of CPMV-B-RNA
The sequence of B-RNA, 5889 nucleotides excluding the poly(A) tail contains a single
open reading frame of 5598 nucleotides, spanning from the AUG-codon at position 207 to
the UAG-stopcodon at position 5805 (Figure l). 10 In full agreement with the single long
open reading frame, B-RNA is translated in vitro as well as in vivo into a 200-kdalton
protein. The 200-kdalton protein is rapidly cleaved into 32-and 170-kdalton proteins, and
thisprocessingcaneven startbefore thechainofthe200-kdalton primarytranslation product
iscompleted.2024 The 170-kdaltonproteinisthenfurther processedviatwoalternativeroutes:
eitherthe 170-kdaltoniscleaved into60-and 110-kdaltonproteins or, by another cleavage,
into 84- and 87-kdalton proteins.24-25 The 110- and 84-kdalton proteins can undergo an
additional cleavage togiverisetothe 87-and 60-kilodalton proteins,respectively, together
with a 24-kdalton protein.2326 The 60-kdalton protein is the direct precursor of VPg.27-28
Whereas the cleavage steps mentioned so far occur in vivo and in vitro, processing of the
18
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FIGURE 1. Expression of M- and B-RNA of CPMV. M- and B-RNA each contain asingle, open reading frame
represented by the open bars. The position of the translational start and stop codons is indicated. Translation of
M-RNA in vitro starts at the AUG codon at position 161,but more efficiently at the AUG codon at position 512.
B-RNA is translated into a 200-K (Kilodalton) polyprotein and M-RNA into 105- and 95-K polyproteins which
are subsequently processed by specific proteolytic cleavages at the indicated sites into smaller functional proteins.
(K = kilodalton.)

60-kdaltonproteininto58-kdaltonwiththereleaseofVPghasneverbeenobserved invitro.
All five final cleavage products of the 200-kdalton polyprotein encoded by B-RNA (see
Figure 1)aredetectable inCPMV-infected protoplasts, if invarying amounts. FreeVPghas
notbeen detected invivo,but itoccurseitherinprecursorform orlinked tothe5' phosphate
of the terminal uridyl-residue of B- and M-RNA. Beside the final cleavage products, the
processing intermediates 170-, 110-, 84-, and 60-kdalton are also found in considerable
amountsininfectedcellswhichsuggeststhattheymayalsorepresentfunctional molecules.218
The order of the cleavage products NH2-32kdaltons-58 kdaltons-4 kdaltons (= VPg)-24
kdaltons-87 kdaltons-COOH, in the 200-kdalton B-RNA-encoded protein, initially established by comparison of the different proteins by peptide mapping and by immunological
techniques, hasbeenconfirmed bydetermining theaminoterminal sequencesof thevarious
B-RNA-encoded proteins and locating the coding regions for these proteins on the B-RNA
sequence.21-25-2729 Such sequence analysis, moreover, revealed the cleavage sites used in
the proteolytic processing of the 200-kdalton polyprotein. It was found that three types of
proteolytic cleavage sites were used: a glutamine-serine pair (2x), a glutamine-methionine
pair(lx), andaglutamine-glycinepair(lx)(seeFigure2).29Theproteolyticactivity involved
incleaving atallthreepairs islocated inthe24-k/daltonprotein encoded by B-RNA.313la3,b
Incontrast to what was thought previously, the 32-kdalton protein does not bear proteolytic
activity.30-32
B. Expression of CPMV-M-RNA
The sequence of CPMV-M-RNA is3481nucleotides long, not including thepoly(A)tail,
and also contains a single, large, open reading frame running from the AUG codon at
position 161totheUAGstopcodonatposition 3299.9Nevertheless,M-RNAproducesupon
in vitro translation two polyproteins with molecular weights of 105and 95-kdaltons. These
two proteins have overlapping carboxy-terminal ends and arise because initiation of translation does not only start at the AUG codon at position 161, but also, and even to agreater
19
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GENETIC MAP OFCPMV
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FIGURE 2. Genetic map of CPMV. The single, open reading frames in M- and B-RNA are represented by the
open bars. The indicated positions of the coding regions of the different functional protein domains in the reading
frames are drawn to scale. (K = kilodalton.)

extent, at the AUG codon at position 512 in phase with the open reading frame.9•20-2'-3033
BothM-RNA-encoded polyproteins areproteolytically cleaved andproduceoverlapping58and 48-kdalton proteins and a 60-kdalton protein which is the direct precursor of the two
capsid proteins VP37 and VP23 (see Figure 1). A second cleavage generates the two coat
proteins from the 60-kdalton protein.20-30'32
Bylocating thecoding region of VP37 and VP23onthe nucleotide sequence of M-RNA,
the proteolytic cleavage sites used to release the capsid proteins from the 105- and 95kdalton primary translation products have been determined to be a glutamine-methionine
pair and aglutamine-glycine pair (see Figure 2).34Thecleavages at both sides are achieved
by the B-RNA-encoded, 24-kdalton protease. Cleavage at the glutamine-methionine pair
requires, moreover, the 32-kdalton encoded by B-RNA as a cofactor.3,a-3lb
The model for CPMV M-RNA expression depicted in Figure 1hasbeen derived from in
vitrotranslation studies. In vivo, thecapsid proteins aretheonlyM-RNA-encoded products
which are easily detectable. To verify whether this model also holds in vivo, a search in
CPMV-infected cells was undertaken for other proteins occurring intheprocessing scheme.
Using specific antibodies, it appeared possible todetect inCPMV-infected protoplasts small
amounts of the 60-kdalton capsid precursor, and also of the48-kdalton protein, but the58kdalton protein has not been found.35 This demonstrates that in any case, the 95-kdalton
polyprotein is synthesized in vivo, which is then rapidly cleaved into 48- and 60-kdalton
products, followed by a second rapid cleavage of the 60-kdalton precursor to release the
two capsid proteins. The 105-kdalton polyprotein is either not produced in vivo or only in
amounts which are below the level of detection. It is therefore unclear if expression of MRNA into a 105-kdalton protein has a role in vivo. In this connection it is striking that MRNA of four other comoviruses, cowpea severe mosaic virus, bean pod mottle virus, red
clover mottle virus, and squash mosaic virus, also direct in vitro translation of two polypeptidesofapproximately thesamesizeasCPMVM-RNA.3639Theoccurrenceof twoAUG
codons which give rise to translation in two large-sized proteins is apparently a common
feature of comovirus M-RNA, which suggests that it may have biological significance.
IV. DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE STRUCTURE OF CPMV RNA AND
ITS REPLICATIVE FORM
ThetwogenomicRNAsofCPMVaretemplatesforbothtranslationandreplication.Once
virus particles have invaded ahost cell, the viral RNAs arereleased andfirsttranslatedto
produce proteins necessary for specificreplicationof virus RNA. From then onward the
viral RNA also functions as template forthe production of progenyRNA strands. Since in
20
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CPMV-infection B- and M-RNA are multiplied by the same B-RNA-encoded replication
machinery, it maybe expected that both RNAs have features in common for their function
in RNA replication. Indeed the 5'- and 3'-terminal noncoding regions of B- and M-RNA
show conspicious sequence homology suggesting that these sequences contain recognition
signals for various interactions with different viral and/or host protein involved in RNA
replication (Figure 3).910-40-41 The first 44 nucleotides in the two 5' leader sequences show
89%homology, andthelast65nucleotidespreceding thepoly(A)tailsshow82%homology.
Particularly striking is a stretch of 11nucleotides, UUUUGAUAAAA, in the homologous
parts of the 5' leader sequences of both RNAs, which is complementary to the first four
A's of the poly(A) tail and the last seven nucleotides before the beginning of the poly(A),
allowing one G-U base pairing. Hence, it follows that the complementary negative strands
of each genome segment have sequences at their 3' termini similar to those of the 3' ends
of thepositive viral RNAs. Such sequences may therefore constitute arecognition sequence
for the viral RNA replicase.
The poly(A) tails of B- and M-RNA are heterogeneous in size and vary between 10to
170 residues for B-RNA and between 20 to 400 residues for M-RNA.42 It is not known
whether the poly(A) tail is required for virus infectivity. The poly(A) tails are transcribed
in the replication process, as is suggested by the absence of a polyadenylation recognition
sequence AAUAAA in the region preceding the poly(A) tail, but has become apparent by
thefindingthat poly(U) stretches arepresent atthe 5' termini of negative strands ofCPMV
RNAreplicative-formmolecules.910,40-43
The functional significance of the protein VPgcovalently linked tothe5' endsof B- and
M-RNA isalsonotclear. RemovalofVPgfrom the5' terminibyincubation withproteinase
Kdoes not lead to loss of infectivity of the viral RNA.12 Theprotease treatment of isolated
CPMV RNAs has equally been shown not to influence the messenger activity of the viral
RNAs in cell-free systems.12Moreover, in rabbit reticulocyte lysates more than 90%ofthe
VPg linked to CPMV RNA is removed and degraded within the first 10min of incubation
without any noticeable effect on the translational activity of the RNA.44 A role of VPg in
the translation of RNA is therefore not likely, and it appears that VPg has no function in
establishing virus infection and replication.
Another possibility isthat VPg, when linked tothevirion RNAs, hasnoactual function,
but represents a vestige of the process of RNA replication in which the RNA has been
produced. VPg is encoded by B-RNA of CPMV as described in the previous section. It
consists of a chain of 28 amino acid residues which is released from its precursors by
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cleavages at a glutamine-methionine pair and a glutamine-serine pair, respectively (Figure
2). VPg is linked to the 5'-terminal uridylic acid residue of the CPMV RNAs by a phosphodiester linkage with the -OH-side chain of its amino terminal serine.45 Since B-RNA
encodes proteins involved in viral RNA replication, it seems plausible that VPg is linked
to the 5' ends during viral RNA synthesis. A role of VPg, or the generation of VPg, in
viral RNA synthesis is substantiated by the finding that complementary negative strands in
viral RNA replicative form are also provided with VPg at their 5' ends.43 A possible role
of VPg in viral RNA replication will be discussed in Section IX of this chapter.
V. REPLICATION OF CPMV RNA
Replication of CPMV RNA is associated with vesicular membranes of characteristic
cytopathic structures in the cytoplasm of infected cells.46 These cytopathic structures, consisting of arrays of vesicles surrounded by electron-dense material, the chemical nature of
which is unknown, appear in cells early in infection with CPMV.4648 By fractionation of
virus-infected cells it has been demonstrated that these structures contain CPMV-specific
double-stranded RNAs and viral RNA replicase capable of synthesizing in vitro doublestranded RNA, and possibly some single-stranded viral RNA on endogeneous template
RNA.4,46,47 In cowpea protoplasts inoculated in vitro with B components of CPMV alone,
B-RNA is expressed and replicated and the development of similar cytopathic membrane
structures is observed.49 This suggests that the induction of the membrane proliferation for
thevesicularstructuresisachievedbyaB-RNA-encoded function andmayfulfill anessential
role in viral RNA synthesis.
During the early stages of infection, CPMV replication is inhibited by actinomycin D,
but no longer once virus replication is established at about 8 hr after infection.8,50 Similar
inhibitionofvirusreplication byactinomycin Dhasbeenreportedforbeanpodmottlevirus,
anothermemberofthecomovirusgroup.51-52ThisinhibitionofCPMVreplication atanearly
stage of infection indicates that host DNA-dependent RNA synthesis is required to allow
virus RNA replication and suggests that some host-specified component, the synthesis of
which is induced by viral infection, is essential at that stage.
Involvement of ahost factor inCPMV RNA replication isalsodemonstrated by aCPMV
mutant that is no longer able to grow in cowpea, but still able to replicate in bean plants,
Phaseolus vulgarisvar. Pinto.53The mutation responsible for this behavior is located inBRNAwhichcodesfor functions involved inviralRNAreplication.Theeffect ofthemutation
may be interpreted as a defect in a specific interaction between a B-RNA encoded protein
and ahost factor necessary for theformation of afunctional viral RNAreplication complex.
By the mutation, this interaction has become defective in cowpea, but is apparently still
effective in beans.
Since addition of actinomycin D during active RNA replication does not affect virus
synthesis and neither is there any effect on the activity of viral RNA replication complexes
invitro, actinomycin Ddoesnot seemtointerfere with theprocess of viralRNA replication
per se, but rather with the establishment of viral RNA synthesis in the infected cell. It is
possiblethathost-dependent RNA synthesisisrequired for thedevelopmentof the vesicular
membrane structures as sites for virus RNA replication. Another possibility is that denovo
synthesis of a host protein is necessary to supply an essential function for virus RNA
replication.
InaccordancewiththelocationofviralRNAreplicationinthemembranesofthecytopathic
structures in CPMV-infected cells, the crude membrane fraction of CPMV infected leaves
was found to contain RNA-dependent RNA polymerase activity capable in vitro of fully
elongatingnascentviralRNAchainsinitiated invivo.54Thecompleted chainsareallpositive
strandsandexclusivelyfound indoublestrandedreplicativeforms. BesidetheRNAreplicase
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associatedwithnegativestrandviralRNAastemplate,thecrudemembranefraction appeared
to hold another RNA-dependent RNA polymerase. This second RNA-dependent RNA polymerase activity is also detectable in the membrane fraction of uninfected leaves in very
small amounts, butisgreatly increased inCPMV-infected leaves.55Thishost-encoded RNA
polymerase transcribes endogenous plantRNA, andininfected plants alsoviral RNAs, into
small (4 to 5 S) negative strand RNA molecules.54 In CPMV-infected cowpea leaves the
activity of the host-dependent RNA polymerase activity is enhanced at least 20-fold and
almost overshadows the viral RNA replicase activity which represents less than 5% of the
total RNA-dependent RNA polymerase activity in the crude membrane fraction. The viral
replicaseandthehostRNApolymerase are,however, distinguished byvirtueofthe different
products of their respective activities, which show that they are functionally different.54
The host RNA-dependent RNA polymerase activity can be separated from the CPMV
RNA replication complex, as the binding of the host RNA polymerase tothe membranes is
much weaker than the binding of the replication complex. As aresult, thehost enzymecan
be readily released from the membranes by washing with Mg+ +-deficient buffer whereas
the CPMV RNA replication complex remains firmly bound under these conditions. The
host-encoded RNA polymerase has been purified by successive steps as outlined in Figure
4, and the purified enzyme proved to be a monomeric protein with a molecular weightof
130,000 daltons (130 kdaltons).55 Using antibodies raised against purified enzyme preparations in an antibody-linked polymerase assay on nitrocellulose blots, the 130,000-dalton
protein could definitely be identified as a RNA-dependent RNA polymerase.56 It was also
demonstrated, using the antibodies against the host RNA polymerase, that the increase of
its activity in CPMV-infected leaves is indeed due to an increase inthe amount of the 130kdalton protein and not to activation of enzyme already present.57 The increase has been
further shown to be restricted to CPMV-infected cells within the leaf tissue and does not
occur in leaf cells in which no virus multiplication takes place.57
Strikingly, no increase of 130-kdalton host-encoded, RNA-dependent RNA polymerase
was found to accompany CPMV-RNA replication in cowpea mesophyll protoplasts upon
inoculation with CPMV in vitro, indicating that the increased production of host RNAdependent RNA polymerase is not a prerequisite for CPMV-RNA replication.57
VI. CHARACTERIZATION OF PURIFIED CPMV RNA REPLICATION
COMPLEX
By definition, the native CPMV RNA replication complex consists of RNA replicase
molecules bound totemplate viralRNA andisdetectable by itscapacity invitrotoelongate
nascent in vivo-initiated viral RNA chains to full-length molecules. In CPMV-infected
cowpea leaves this viral RNA replicase activity is first detectable in the crude membrane
fraction one day after inoculation and then increases toreach amaximum 2to 3days later.
At the time that the replicase activity has attained its maximum, the 130-kdalton hostencoded, RNA-dependent RNApolymerase hasalso strongly increased, andthat makesthe
separation of the host-encoded RNA polymerase activity from theCPMV RNA replication
complex the major problem to surmount in the purification of the viral RNA replicase.54
The different steps in a procedure which has resulted in a highly purified CPMV RNA
replication complex are summarized in Figure 4.54-58 The main feature of this procedure is
thatinthepurification thereplicationcomplexismaintainedfunctionally intact,whichallows
distinguishing theviralRNAreplicaseactivityfrom thehost-encoded,RNA-dependent RNA
polymerase.Washingofthecrudemembranefraction ofCPMVinfected leaveswithMg+ + deficient buffer removes the vast majority of the 130-kdalton host RNA polymerase and
leaves the viral replication complex intact in the membranes. The CPMV RNA replication
complex can then be solubilized by treating the washed membranes with Triton®X-100,
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whereupon most of the contaminating proteins are removed by Sepharose®2B chromatography. After this step, the CPMV replication complex was free of the 130-kdalton host
enzyme which was no longer detectable using Western blot analysis.57 Further purification
of the CPMV RNA replication complex was obtained by glycerol gradient centrifugation
while the capacity of elongating nascent RNA chains to full-length viral RNAs was still
preserved.58 The active preparation after glycerol gradient centrifugation contained three
major polypeptidesof 110,68,and57kdaltons.Usingantiseraagainstvariousviralproteins,
the 110-kdalton,protein wasproventobeaviralproteinencodedbyCPMVB-RNA. (Figure
2). The 68-and 57-kdalton polypeptides did not react with antibodies against viral-encoded
proteins and presumably are host proteins which may either have a function in the viral
RNAreplicationcomplexorbecontaminatingproteins.SincetheamountofB-RNAencoded
protein associated with the replication complex iscorrelated with thepolymerase activity in
thepurified complex,the 110-kdaltonproteinhasbeenassignedtorepresenttheviral-encoded
core polymerase in the CPMV RNA replication complex.
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In the next section we shall first discuss the similarities between plant comoviruses and
animal picornaviruses and, more specifically, the analogy in genome structure, expression,
and replication mechanism between CPMV and poliovirus. These similarities have considerably influenced theideasaboutthepossible involvement of viralproteinsinthereplication
of CPMV RNA.
VII. SIMILARITIES BETWEEN CPMV AND PICORNAVIRUSES
The detailed studies on the expression and replication of CPMV have revealed a striking
similarity between the genome strategy of comoviruses and that of animal picornaviruses
(seealso thechapter by Semler, Kuhn, and Wimmerinthisvolume).2Apart from their host
range and other biological properties, the major difference between comoviruses and picornaviruses is that in comoviruses the genome is divided in two RNA molecules whereas
that in picornaviruses is a single RNA molecule. Onthe other hand, the genomic RNAsof
comoviruses and picornaviruses have both a VPg at their 5' terminus and a 3' terminal
poly(A) tail. The genomic RNAs of the two virus groups are expressed by translation into
large-sizedpolyproteins whichareprocessedtofunctional proteinsbyvirus-encoded protease
activities (this chapter).59 Both CPMV and polioviruses induce in inoculated cells the formation of vesicular membrane structures which represent the sites of viral RNA replication.4648-60The capsids of CPMV arebuilt of twoproteins present in60copies, each which
are processed from a common precursor protein.68 Similarly, the capsid of poliovirus is
made up of 60 copies of each of four proteins derived from a common precursor.60 More
recent crystallographic studies on CPMV and poliovirus have shown that the polypeptide
chain of the two capsid proteins of CPMV are folded in such a way as to produce three
distinct ß-barrel domains similarly arranged as in the poliovirus capsid.61-62
The analogy between CPMV and poliovirus isnot confined to the structural organization
of the capsids, features of the genomic RNAs, and their mode of expression. In addition,
thereissignificant sequencehomologybetweennonstructural (58-,VPg,24-,and87-kdalton)
proteinscontained intheCPMV B-RNA-encoded polyprotein andfour nonstructural proteins
of poliovirus, 2C, VPg, 3C, and 3D, which are found in similar relative positions in the
genetic map and probably provide analogous functions in RNA replication (Figure 5).63
Protein 3Dhas been identified as the core polymerase of the polioviral RNA replicase. The
protein exhibits 20.9% amino acid sequence homology to the sequence of the 87-kdalton
protein of CPMV. This homologous region of the 87-kdalton protein moreover contains a
block of 14amino acid residues consisting of aGDD (Gly-Asp-Asp) sequence flanked by
hydrophobic residues at both sides, and a second block with the conserved sequence
S
S
—GxxxTxxxN—(in which x may be any amino acid residue) 37 residues upstream from the
first conserved region, found in all viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerases characterized
so far.64
This provides strong evidence that the 87-kdalton B-RNA encoded protein represents the
core polymerase of CPMV replicase. This is in agreement with the occurrence of the BRNA-encoded 110-kdalton protein in purified CPMV RNA replication complexes; for the
110-kdalton protein contains the sequences of the 87- and the 24-kdalton proteins.
The homology between the 24-kdalton CPMV protein, which has been shown to carry
specific protease activity, and thepoliovirus protease 3Cadjoining thepolymerase sequence
islocated in their Cterminal sequences. Inthat part of the polypeptide chain both proteases
have the features of the active siteof athiol protease, consisting of aCysresidue and aHis
residue approximately 14to 18residues apart.
The function of poliovirus protein 2C (formerly P2-x) has not yet been biochemically
defined, but there isevidence that this protein, orderivatives thereof, is associated with the
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vesicular membranes where polioviral RNA replication is located in infected cells.65Moreover, recent analyses of guanidine-resistant and guanidine-dependent isolates of poliovirus
revealed thatthesecontain amutation inthecentraldomainofabout 140aminoacidresidues
of the protein 2C, which is strongly conserved among picornaviruses and shows 30% sequence homology to the central region of the 58-kdalton protein of CPMV.63-6668 Since the
major effect of guanidine appears to beblocking of viral RNA synthesis,these observations
provide additional evidence that the protein 2C of poliovirus plays a role in this process.
By analogy, a similar role may be attributed to the 58-kdalton protein encoded by CPMV
B-RNA.
The strong analogy between CPMV and poliovirus in structural organization andexpression strategy, together with similar genetic organization and amino acid homology of viral
proteins involved in RNA replication, prove that CPMV and poliovirus are somehow evolutionary related. Therefore, in view of the similarities between CPMV and poliovirus, it
is natural to anticipate that the mechanism of CPMV RNA replication will be very similar
to that of poliovirus RNA replication. In the following sections we shall take that line in
further discussion of the replication of CPMV RNA.
VIII. CPMV RNA REPLICATION DIFFERS FROM THE RNA REPLICATION
OF TMV, BMV, A1MV, AND CMV
If sequence conservation in nonstructural viral proteins which are involved in viral RNA
replication defines agroupof positive RNA viruses with asimilarmechanism of viral RNA
replication, then CPMV belongs to a different group of plant viruses than TMV, BMV,
A1MV, and CMV. Although TMV is a monopartite genome virus and BMV, CMV, and
A1MVaretripartitegenomeviruses,TMVissimilartoBMV,CMV,andA1MVincontaining
cistrons for four viral proteins. Two of these proteins — the coat protein and a protein
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thought to be involved in transfer of viras from cell to cell in infected plants — are not
required for RNA replication, whereas both other proteins appear to be involved in viral
RNA synthesis. ThelattertwoproteinsofTMV, BMV, and A1MVcontain distinct domains
withsequencehomology,butdonotshowhomologywiththevirus-encodedproteinsinvolved
in replication of CPMV RNA beyond the GDD-associated sequences noted above.63,6970
Obviously then, the plant RNA viruses of which the genome structure and expression
mechanism has been elucidated can so far be classified into two groups: one containing
viruses likeTMV, BMV, CMV, and A1MV,and another represented byCPMV and viruses
such asthe nepoviruses, which appear similartoCPMV ingenome structure and translation
strategy. Each group has a mechanism of viral RNA replication with characteristics based
onsimilarfunctions of theproteins orthedomainsofproteins withconserved function. This
would imply that functionally equivalent replication complexes are formed for the various
viruses of each group. A major difference between the two groups could be that the viral
RNA replicase of CPMV, just as the replicase of poliovirus, is a RNA-dependent RNA
polymerase thatrequires for its activity notonly atemplate, but alsoaprimer.60 Incontrast,
the replicase of the other group of viruses, as has been demonstrated for BMV replicase
and A1MV replicase, do not require a primer, but can transcribe a template starting at a
specific recognition sequence.71"73 Such difference will imply a different mechanism of
initiation of viral RNA replication for each group.
IX. INITIATION OF CPMV RNA REPLICATION
Although the CPMV RNA replication complex has been purified, and the virus-encoded
RNA polymerase identified, virtually nothing is known about the mechanism of initiation
of viral RNA synthesis. It is tempting to ascribe to the small protein, VPg, a role in the
initiationof viralRNA replication, ifonlytoexplain itsoccurrence atthe5' end of theviral
RNA. There is, however, as yet no direct evidence for such a role of VPg. Neither for
polioviras is the mechanism of initiation of viral RNA replication and the possible role of
VPgin thisprocess completely understood. On theonehand ithasbeen shown that acrude
membrane fraction from poliovirus-infected HeLa cells is capable of synthesizing in vitro
the uridylated proteins VPgpU and VPgpUpU, which under conditions of RNA synthesis
arefurther elongated into much longer stretches of 5' terminal poliovirus RNA.74 Such data
suggest that VPgpU might function as aprimer for viral RNA synthesis. Ontheother hand,
Flanegan andco-workers havereported thatpurified poliovirusreplicase synthesizes invitro
dimerproducts withvirus RNA asatemplate inthepresenceofahostfactor.75-76 According
to these authors, the host factor represents a terminal uridylyl transferase that elongates the
poly(A) tail atthe 3' end of thetemplate RNA withanumberof Uresidues which can form
a hairpin with the poly(A) tail.77,78 The virus-encoded replicase then startselongation atthe
hairpin primer and further transcribes the viral RNA template producing RNA products up
to twice the length of the genome. Addition of VPg subsequently resulted in cleavage of
thedimer molecule atthehairpin andlinkage of VPgtothe5' endof thenewly synthesized
RNA strand. Such data conflict with a primer role for VPg, but, on the contrary, propose
a role of VPg in the nucleolytic cleavage of the hairpin.
For CPMV there is no experimental evidence for either mechanism since no in vitro
initiatingsystemforCPMVRNAelongationhasbeendeveloped. FreeVPgpUoruridylation
of VPg or uridylation of its direct 60-kdalton precursor has never been observed, nor has
the occurrence of dimer length RNA molecules as possible intermediates in viral RNA
synthesis so far been demonstrated. The only observation to suggest a role of VPg in an
early stage of CPMV RNA replication is that VPg is found both at the 5' end of negative
and positive RNA strands in the replicative forms isolated from virus-infected leaves.43
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X. ROLE OF PROTEIN PROCESSING IN STARTING VIRAL RNA
REPLICATION
The occurrence of VPg at the 5' end of each progeny viral RNA strand raises more
questions concerning the viral RNA replication mechanisms. VPg of CPMV is encoded by
B-RNA which istranslated into a200-kdalton primary translation product. This polyprotein
has to complete several successive processing steps (Figure 1) to make VPg available
for RNAsynthesis.OnlyasingleVPgisreleasedeachtimea200-kdalton translationproduct
is processed, and this must happen for each molecule of Band M-RNA to be produced. In
this way protein processing appears to have a dominant role in the replication of CPMV
RNA, and both processes seem to be closely connected. Indeed, the translation-expression
mechanism used by CPMV implies the production of equimolar amounts of polymerase
molecules and other B-RNA-encoded proteins involved in replication, i.e., since VPg, the
core polymerases (110 or 87 kdaltons) and the 58-kdalton membrane protein, together with
the32-kdaltonprotein areproduced from acommon B-RNA-encoded polyprotein, the latter
proteinsaresimultaneously produced with VPg. Forthatreasonaviralpolymerase molecule
needs on the average to synthesize only a single RNA molecule to keep step with the
production ofVPg.Onthatlineofreasoning itisconceivablethattheviralRNApolymerase
molecules lose their activity upon releasing their first template. For example, it may be
imagined that the 110-kdaltonprotein is involved inbinding totemplate RNA and initiation
oftranscription. Ifsubsequently the 110-kdaltonprotein isprocessed into24-and87-kdalton
proteins by an intramolecular cleavage carried out by the proteolytic activity in the 24kdalton domain of the 110-kdalton protein, reinitiation will be prevented. Such restriction
of the polymerase molecules would fit with the observation that isolated CPMV replication
complexes contain polymerase molecules which are only able to complete nascent chains
from theirendogenous template, butarenotcapableof accepting added template molecules.
XI. A MODEL FOR CPMV RNA REPLICATION
In Figure 6 a model is depicted in which the possible linkage between processing and
CPMV RNA replication is illustrated. In this model a complex is formed between the 60and 110-kdalton B-RNA-encoded proteins, with the 60-kdalton protein tightly associated
withthemembranesofthecytopathicstructure ininfected cells.TemplateRNAandpossibly
a host factor are bound to the complex in such a way to allow initiation of transcription.
The 60-kdalton protein has to supply VPg, while the 110-kdalton protein contains the 24kdalton domain which is able to release VPg by proteolytic cleavage. VPg may become
uridylated at its N-terminal serine prior to initiation. Since the60-and 110-kdalton proteins
are derived from the common 170-kdalton precursor, formation of the initiation complex
mayalsostartwiththebindingof 170-kdaltonproteintothemembrane, whereupon cleavage
into 60- and 110-kdalton protein occurs. Following the release of VPg, the 87-kdalton
polymerase domain in the 110-kdalton protein starts transcription of the template, possibly
using uridylated VPg as a primer. It has been noticed that the 58-kdalton protein contains
T
an amino acid sequence, GxxxxGK—, which is similar to the consensus sequence found in
proteins with ATPase/GTPase activity and in virus-encoded proteins involved in viral RNA
replication for several viruses.79This sequence may represent abinding site for nucleoside
triphosphates.Whileremainingattachedtothe58-kdaltonprotein,the87-kdaltonpolymerase
domain within the 110-kdalton proteins continues the elongation of the RNA strand which
istranscribed from thetemplate. When transcription iscompleted, templateRNAisreleased
from the protein complex. In the meantime, the 3' terminal end of the template RNA may
beused inthe formation of another initiation complex. This has totakeplace at another6028
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FIGURE 6. Model for membrane-bound CPMV RNAreplicationcomplex. Three stages in CPMV RNA replication are outlined: the replication
complex just before RNA synthesis is initiated, an intermediate stage in
which VPg has been linked to the 5' end of the nascent RNA chain, and
theproteincomplex remaining when thenewly synthesized viral RNAand
thetemplate havebeen released. Fordiscussion ofthemodel, seethetext.
(K = kilodalton.)
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to 110-kdaltoncomplex, asthesiteused (seeFigure 6)isnowdevoidof VPgand, therefore,
not capable of initiating the synthesis of a viral RNA strand.
Themodelmay accountbothfor thesynthesisof negativeandpositivestrands.Itproposes
an essential role for VPg in the initiation of viral RNA synthesis, which is speculative and
needstobetested. Inthe model are, however, incorporated thedifferent observations which
mustbe accounted for inCPMV RNA synthesis. Theessential partof themodel istheclose
linkage between protein processing and viral RNA replication. The host factor in the model
may have a role in the uridylation of VPg for the priming of RNA synthesis. Alternatively,
if the initiation of viral RNA synthesis proceeds by hairpin priming, as has been proposed
for poliovirus, the host factor may represent the terminal uridylyl transferase activity for
elongating the 3' end of the template. The occurrence of terminal uridylyl transferase has
been demonstrated in cowpea.80
The model does not explain the presence in infected cells of B-RNA-encoded 84- and
87-kdalton proteins, which are produced by alternative cleavage of the 170-kdalton polypeptides. Possibly itdoes not make much difference whetherthe 170-kdalton protein is first
cleaved into 60- and 110-kdalton polypeptides or into 84- and 87-kdalton polypeptides if
viral RNA replication as caricatured in Figure 6 can be established from either pair of
polypeptides. This would imply that the 84-kdalton polypeptide also can supply VPg and
the 87-kdalton polypeptide is active as polymerase. Alternatively, it must be seriously
consideredthatasecondpathwayforcleavingthe 170-kdaltonpolypeptidemaybe significant
in regulating viral RNA replication in a way not yet understood.
XII. CONCLUSION
Itwillbeclearfrom thediscussion abovethat ifwethink weknowthealphabet ofCPMV
RNA replication, we do not yet understand its grammar. Further biochemical identification
oftheactivitiesofthevariousvirus-encodedpolypeptidesandhostfactorsinvolvedisrequired
to elucidate their role in CPMV RNA replication. It will be necessary to develop a system
inwhich theinitiation of CPMV RNA replication isreconstituted toresolvethe speculations
about the mechanism of viral RNA replication and to answer the questions raised by the
model. For elucidating the functioning of the virus-encoded proteins involved in RNA
replication, it may be equally helpful to have access to mutants of CPMV which each bear
a single mutation at a well-defined site in the genomic RNA or in oneof the virus-encoded
proteins. Recently, full-size DNA copies of B- and M-RNA have been cloned in our laboratory and it was shown that such DNA copies can be transcribed in vitro into RNA
molecules which were found to be infectious upon inoculation of cowpea mesophyll protoplasts (Vos et al., to be published).31,33 With this, it seems that for CPMV a system has
become available for producing site specific mutations in B-RNA, of which the effect on
viral RNA replication can subsequently be tested. This genetic approach together with
biochemical studies mayresult infurther unravelling of themolecular mechanismofCPMV
RNA replication.
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